Advances in the Diagnosis and Management of Tubercular Meningitis in Children.
Tubercular meningitis (TBM) continues to be a common cause of neuromorbidity in children. There is no single diagnostic method that can rapidly detect Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb) in TBM patients with high sensitivity and specificity. Newer diagnostic modalities like Xpert/RIF assay and Loop mediated isothermal amplification assay (LAMP) have gained an essential stand in molecular diagnostics due to their high specificity, modest sensitivity in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and quick availability of results. Intensified drug regimens using high dose rifampicin, fluoroquinolone and aspirin appear to be useful adjunct therapy but more pediatric clinical trials on large scale are needed to determine their appropriate place in pediatric TBM. The emergence of multi and extreme drug resistant M.tb strains further challenges the standard therapy. In this review authors summarize challenges of the currently used diagnostic methods and treatment for TBM and discuss the recent advances.